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Microscopic theory of spatial-temporal congested traffic patterns at highway bottlenecks
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A microscopic theory of spatial-temporal congested traffic patterns at highway bottlenecks due to on-ramps,
merge bottlenecks~a reduction of highway lanes!, and off-ramps is presented. The basic postulate of three-
phase traffic theory is used, which claims that homogeneous~in space and time! model solutions~steady states!
of synchronized flow cover a two dimensional region in the flow-density plane@B. S. Kerner, Phys. Rev. Lett.
81, 3797~1998!; Trans. Res. Rec.1678, 160 ~1999!#. Phase transitions leading to diverse congested patterns,
pattern evolution, and pattern nonlinear features have been found. Diagrams of congested patterns, i.e., regions
of the pattern emergence dependent on traffic demand, have been derived. Diverse effects of metastability with
respect to the pattern formation have been found. The microscopic theory allows us to explain the main
empiricalpattern features at on-ramps and off-ramps which have recently been found@B. S. Kerner, Phys. Rev.
E 65, 046138~2002!#. ~i! Rather than moving jams, synchronized flow first occurs at bottlenecks if the flow
rate is slowly increasing. Wide moving jams can spontaneously occur only in synchronized flow.~ii ! General
patterns~GP! and synchronized flow patterns~SP! can spontaneously emerge at the bottlenecks. There can be
the widening SP~WSP!, the moving SP~MSP!, and the localized SP.~iii ! At on-ramps cases of ‘‘weak’’ and
‘‘strong’’ congestion should be distinguished. In contrast to weak congestion, under strong congestion the flow
rate in synchronized flow in GP reaches a limit flow rate, the frequency of the moving jam emergence reaches
a maximum, i.e., the GP characteristics under strong congestion do not depend on traffic demand.~iv! At the
off-ramp GP with weak congestion occur.~v! A study of the pattern formation on a highway with two
bottlenecks shows that diverse expanded patterns can occur, which cover both bottlenecks. SP first emerged at
the downstream bottleneck can be caught at the upstream bottleneck~the catch effect!. MSP, WSP, or wide
moving jams first emerged at the downstream bottleneck induce diverse patterns at the upstream bottleneck.
The onset of congestion at the upstream bottleneck can lead to an intensification of congestion at the down-
stream bottleneck. This causes a change in the pattern type and/or the pattern features.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.036130 PACS number~s!: 89.40.2a, 47.54.1r, 64.60.Cn, 05.65.1b
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic flow can be either free or congested~e.g., Refs.
@1–28#!. Congested patterns usually occur at highway bot
necks~e.g., Ref.@19#! which act like defects for the patter
emergence in physical systems. In congested traffic two
ferent traffic phases should be distinguished@22,25#: ‘‘syn-
chronized flow’’ and ‘‘wide moving jam.’’ Thus, there ar
three traffic phases:~1! free flow, ~2! synchronized flow, and
~3! wide moving jam.A moving jamis restricted by two
upstream moving fronts where the vehicle speed chan
sharply. Inside the moving jam the speed is low and
vehicle density is high@20#. Empirical criteria for the traffic
phases in congested traffic are the following@22,23,26#. The
downstream front of awide moving jam propagates on
highwaykeepingthe mean velocity of the front,vg . In con-
trast, the downstream front of synchronized flow~where ve-
hicles accelerate escaping from synchronized flow to f
flow! is usually fixed at the bottleneck~see Ref.@17#!.

Theories of congested patterns remain controversial~see,
e.g., Refs.@2–17,28#!. Almost all traffic flow theories and
models for freeway traffic up to now@14–16# are constructed
such that in the unperturbed, noiseless limit the whole m
titude of the hypotheticalsteadystate model solutions wher
all vehicles move at the same distances to one another
with the same time-independent vehicle speed~these model
solutions are also called ‘‘homogeneous’’ or ‘‘equilibrium
1063-651X/2003/68~3!/036130~20!/$20.00 68 0361
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states; we will use the term ‘‘steady’’ states! is related to a
curve~s! in the flow density plane. This curve~s! is called the
theoreticalfundamental diagram. There is a common featu
of all models within this ‘‘fundamental diagram approach
which are claimed to show the spontaneous moving jam
mation: If the flow rate upstream of the on-ramp is hi
enough and the flow rate to the on-ramp gradually increa
beginning from zero, then first one moving jam and furthe
sequence of moving jams spontaneously occur in an in
free flow at the on-ramp@7–9,15,16#.

By contrast, in empirical observations moving jams
not emerge spontaneously in free flow. Instead, first the tr
sition from free flow to synchronized flow occurs~the F
→S transition! at the on-ramp@17,25#. If the speed in syn-
chronized flow is high enough then wide moving jams donot
necessarily emerge in this synchronized flow@27#. In this
case, synchronized flow patterns~SPs! occur at the bottle-
neck @17#. SP is a congested pattern at the bottleneck wh
no wide moving jams spontaneously emerge, i.e., SP con
only of synchronized flow. Wide moving jams can spontan
ously emerge only in synchronized flow~the S→J transi-
tion! when the density in synchronized flow is high enou
~the pinch effect@25#!. Thus, wide moving jams emerge du
to the sequence of two phase transitions: First theF→S
transition and later, and on other location, theS→J transi-
tion ~the F→S→J transitions!. As a result, the general pa
tern ~GP! occurs at a bottleneck@17#: GP is the congested
©2003 The American Physical Society30-1
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pattern at the bottleneck where synchronized flow occurs
stream of the bottleneck and wide moving jams sponta
ously emerge in that synchronized flow.

To explain these empirical results, Kerner introduc
three-phase traffic theory. The fundamentalhypothesisof this
theory is that steady states of synchronized flow covea
two-dimensional (2D) regionin the flow-density plane, i.e.
there isno fundamental diagram for steady states of synch
nized flow in this theory@23–25#. As a proof of three-phase
traffic theory its results may be considered~see also Refs
@12,28#! which allow us to overcome the mentioned pro
lems of fundamental diagram approach for the description
congested traffic.

The above critical consideration of the fundamental d
gram approach~see also Refs.@27#! does not concern impor
tant ideas introduced in the related theories for the mode
of vehicle safety conditions, fluctuations, vehicle accele
tion and deceleration, and different vehicle time delays~e.g.,
Refs. @5,6,10,14–16,18,29#!. These effects are very impo
tant elements of a microscopic three-phase traffic theor
Refs.@12,28# and in the present paper.

Recently features of empirical spatial-temporal conges
patterns at an isolated bottleneck~the bottleneck which is far
enough from other bottlenecks! and of the patterns coverin
several bottlenecks have been found out@17#. SPs and GPs a
an isolated on-ramp have been studied in a microsco
three-phase traffic theory@12#. However, there is a divers
variety of nonlinear empirical pattern features@17# which
have not been found in theories. In this paper, a microsco
theory of these diverse pattern features is presented.

The paper is organized as follows. A microscopic traf
flow model will be formulated in Sec. II. Features of th
breakdown phenomenon~the F→S transition! and of the
moving jam emergence will be found in Secs. III and IV.
Secs. V, VII, and VIII, strong congestion and weak cong
tion conditions at different bottlenecks will be studied. Me
stability and hysteresis effects will be examined in Secs.
and VII. Induced pattern formation, the catch effect, e
panded patterns, pattern interaction, and an intensificatio
the downstream congestion due to the upstream conge
which occur when two different bottlenecks exist on a hig
way will be considered in Secs. IX, X, and XI. A compariso
of empirical results with the theory is made in Secs. V E a
XII.

II. A MICROSCOPIC TRAFFIC FLOW MODEL
FOR SPATIAL-TEMPORAL CONGESTED PATTERNS

A. General rules of vehicle motion

In a one-lane traffic flow model the general rules of v
hicle motion first introduced in Ref.@12# are used:

vn115max„0,min~v free,vc,n,vs,n!…, ~1!

xn115xn1vn11t, ~2!

vc,n5H vn1Dn at x,,n2xn<Dn

vn1ant at x,,n2xn.Dn ,
~3!
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wherevn andxn are the speed and the space coordinate of
vehicle; the indexn corresponds to the discrete timet5nt,
n50,1,2, . . . ; t is the time step;v free is the maximum speed
in free flow which is considered as a constant value;vs,n is
the save speed;vc,n is a desirable speed,Dn is given by the
formula

Dn5max„2bnt,min~ant,v,,n2vn!…, ~4!

an>0 is acceleration,bn>0 is deceleration; the lower inde
, marks variables related to the vehicle in front of that atxn ,
the ‘‘leading vehicle’’; all vehicles have the same lengthd;
Dn is ‘‘the synchronization distance’’: Atx,,n2xn<Dn the
vehicle tends to adjust its speed to the speed of the lea
vehicle, i.e., the vehicle decelerates ifvn.v,,n , and acceler-
ates ifvn,v,,n @12,28#. The synchronization distance, as h
been shown in Refs.@12,28#, is related to the fundamenta
hypothesis of three-phase traffic theory@23–25#. Hypotheti-
cal steady states of synchronized flow cover a 2D region
the flow-density plane@Figs. 1~a,b!#.

In the general rules~1!–~4! Dn is chosen as

Dn5d1max„0,kvnt1ba21vn~vn2v,,n!…, ~5!

wherek.1, b, anda are constants. Ifvn5v,,n the synchro-
nization distanceDn is d1kvnt. This corresponds to a fixed
time gapkt. If vn.v,,n , the distanceDn increases and vice
versa.

The safe speedvs,n in Eq. ~1! is taken for a homogeneou
one-lane road from Ref.@5# and it has been modified for
road with bottlenecks@Figs. 1~c!–1~e!# to take into account
the anticipation effect@10,11#. We use

FIG. 1. Steady states of the model in the flow-density plane~a!,
the lineJ ~b! and the models of the on-ramp~c!, the merge bottle-
neck ~d!, and the off-ramp~e!. In ~a!, ~b! the two-dimensional re-
gion in the flow-density plane~dashed region! is limited by three
boundariesU, L, andF which have been explained in Refs.@12,28#.
At chosen model parameters~Sec. II C! when free flow is formed in
the outflow from a wide moving jam, the outflow rate isqout

51810 vehicles/h; the downstream jam front velocity which det
mines the slope of the lineJ in ~b! is vg5215.5 km/h.
0-2
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vs,n5min~vn
(safe),gn /t1v,

(a)!, ~6!

wherevn
(safe)5v (safe)(gn ,v,,n) is given by formulas~3!–~5!

in Ref. @5# with the decelerationb51 m/s2 and the space
gapgn5x,,n2xn2d; v,

(a) is an anticipation speed chosen
v,

(a)5max„0,min(v,,n
(safe)2at,v,,n2at,g,,n /t)….

B. Random acceleration and deceleration

As well as in other models@6,10,14,15#, we use variables
which are stochastic functions.At the first step, the prelimi-
nary speed of each vehicle is found asṽn115vn11 where
vn11 is calculated based on Eqs.~1!–~4! combined with Eqs.
~5! and ~6!. At the second step, a noise componentjn is
added to the calculated speedṽn11 and then the final value
of the speedvn11 at the timen11 is found from the condi-
tion introduced in Ref.@28#,

vn115max„0,min~v free,ṽn111jn ,vn1at,vs,n!…. ~7!

1. ‘‘Continuous’’ noise model

First we considered a model in whichan5bn5a in Eq.
~4!, andjn in Eq. ~7! is given as

jn5at rand~2eb ,ea!, ~8!

where rand(y,z) denotes a random value uniformly distrib
uted betweeny andz. In ~8! the approach to noise modelin
from Refs.@5,30# is used. In comparison with Refs.@5,30#,
Eq. ~8! also describes a random acceleration; besides, va
0<ea,eb<1 in Eq. ~8! can be functions of the speed@31#.

Pattern features can be found with model~1!–~8!. How-
ever, some unrealistic pattern features appear~e.g., like as in
Ref. @28# the velocity of the upstream front of synchronize
flow can be a nonrealistic one!. To have simulated patter
parameters close to the empirical ones@17#, we have used the
following ‘‘motion state model’’ in all simulations presente
in the paper.

2. Motion state model

In the model, a random deceleration and acceleration
applied depending on whether the vehicle decelerates o
celerates or else maintains its speed:

jn5H 2jb if Sn11521

ja if Sn1151

0 if Sn1150,

~9!

where jb and ja are random sources for deceleration a
acceleration, respectively;S in Eq. ~9! denotes the state o
motion (Sn11521 is related to a deceleration,Sn1151 to
an acceleration, andSn1150 to the motion at nearly constan
speed!

Sn115H 21 if ṽn11,vn2d

1 if ṽn11.vn1d

0 otherwise,

~10!
03613
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whered is a constant (d!at).
The random components in Eq.~9! are given as ‘‘impul-

sive’’ ones:jb5atu(pb2r ) and ja5atu(pa2r ) wherepb
andpa are, respectively probabilities of random decelerat
and acceleration,r 5rand(0,1),u(z)50 at z,0 and u(z)
51 at z>0.

To simulate a delay time either in the vehicle accelerat
or in the vehicle deceleration@14,15#, an andbn in Eq. ~4! are
taken as the following stochastic functions:

an5au~P02r 1!, bn5au~P12r 1!, ~11!

P05H p0 if SnÞ1

1 if Sn51,
P15H p1 if SnÞ21

p2 if Sn521,
~12!

wherer 15rand(0,1); 12P0 and 12P1 are, respectively, the
probabilities of random delay in the vehicle acceleration a
deceleration at time stepn11.

The first formulas in Eqs.~11! and~12! together with Eqs.
~3! and~4! simulate the delay in acceleration that takes pla
if the vehicle does not accelerate (SnÞ1) at the time stepn.
The mean delay time after which the vehicle starts to ac
erate istdel

(a)5t/p0(vn). The delay time is supposed to b
maximal for vehicles in a standstill (vn50). This is achieved
by the choice of probabilityp0 as an increasing function
p0(vn) of the speed~Sec. II C!. At vn50 the first formulas in
Eqs.~11! and~12! together with Eqs.~3! and~4! simulate the
slow-to-start rules@6,29#. Vehicles escape at the downstrea
front of a wide moving jam with the mean delay tim
tdel

(a)(0)5t/p0(0) @11#. This gives the velocity of the jam
downstream frontvg52p0(0)d/t corresponding to the for-
mula vg521/@rmaxtdel

(a)(0)# @25#, rmax5d21 is the density
inside the jam.

The second formulas in Eqs.~11! and ~12! together with
Eq. ~4! simulate the delay in deceleration which occurs
vn.v,,n and x,,n2xn<Dn .The vehicle which is not decel
erating at time stepn (SnÞ21) starts to decelerate at tim
stepn11 with the probabilityp1. The mean delay time o
the deceleration start istdel

(d)5t/p1. However, if the vehicle
has already been decelerating at time stepn(Sn521), it
continues to decelerate at time stepn11 with probabilityp2
and interrupts decelerating with probability 12p2. The latter
case corresponds to the situation that a driver closes up to
leading vehicle to minimize the space gap. This effect
more essential for vehicles moving at low speed in the de
flow that allows us to simulate the pinch effect, i.e., the se
compression and narrow moving jam emergence in sync
nized flow @25#. Therefore, the probabilityp2 is taken as an
increasing functionp2(vn) of the speed~Sec. II C!.

C. Boundary conditions, models of bottlenecks,
and simulation parameters

In model~1!–~7!,~9!–~12!, in the incoming boundary flow
with the flow rateqin , a new vehicle is generated at the sta
of the road at time intervalt in51/qin after generation of the
last vehicle, provided the distance to the last vehicle exce
the safe onevnt1d. The speed of each new generated v
0-3
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hicle is set tovn5v,,n . After a vehicle has reached the en
of the road it is removed; before this the most downstre
vehicle maintains its speed.

The bottleneck due to an on-ramp, the merge bottlene
where two lanes are reduced to one lane, and due to
off-ramp @Figs. 1~c!–1~e!# are considered. The on-ramp co
sists of two parts@Fig. 1~c!#: ~i! the merging region of length
Lm where a vehicle may squeeze to the main road and~ii ! the
part of the on-ramp upstream of the merging region~the
on-ramp lane with lengthL r) where vehicles move accordin
to model ~1!–~7!,~9!–~12! with the maximal speedv free, on

580 km/h. At the start of the on-ramp lane (x5xon
(b)) the

flow rate to the on-rampqon is given in the same manner a
qin .

In the merge bottleneck@Fig. 1~d!#, within the merging
region of lengthLc upstream of the merge pointx5xM the
vehicles have to change from the right lane to the left la

The off-ramp consists of two parts@Fig. 1~e!#: ~i! The
merging region of lengthLm where a vehicle may squeez
from the main road to the off-ramp lane and~ii ! the off-ramp
lane of lengthL r downstream of the merging region whe
vehicles move according to model~1!–~7!,~9!–~12! with the
maximal speedv free,off590 km/h. Within a second mergin
region of the lengthLm1Lc @xoff

(s)<x<xoff
(b) in Fig. 1~e!# ve-

hicles going to the off-ramp have to change from the left la
to the right lane of the main road. The flow rate of vehic
which want to move from the road to the off-ramp is given
a percenth of the flow rateqin .

The lane changing rules from Ref.@12# are used beyond
all bottleneck merging regions. The rules for vehicle sque
ing within the merging regions are assumed to be the s
for all three types of bottlenecks. Rule~A!: The security lane
changing rules~19! from Ref. @12# are fulfilled. After the
squeezing the coordinate of the vehicle on the new lane
mains the same. Rule~B!: The gapxn

12xn
22d between two

neighboring vehicles on the other lane exceeds some v
gon

(min)5lvn
11d, wherel is a parameter@upper indices ‘‘1 ’’

‘‘ ~2!’’ belong to the vehicle ahead~behind!#. In addition, the
vehicle passes the middle pointx(m)5(xn

11xn
2)/2 for the

time stepn. In this case the coordinate of the squeez
vehicle is set tox5x(m). It is also assumed that befor
squeezing the vehicle tries to adjust its speed to the v
vn

11Dv r
(2) . After squeezing the vehicle changes its speed

a finite value:vn→min(vn
1 ,vn1Dv r

(1)), whereDv r
(1) , Dv r

(2)

are constants. The new value ofvn is used in rule~A!.
In simulations, the length of the main road isL540 km,

the pointx50 is at the distanceL/2520 km from the end of
the road so the road starts atx52L/25220 km. The model
parameters aret51 s, v free530 m/s ~108 km/h!, d
57.5 m, a50.5 m/s2, k53, b51, p150.3, pa50.17, pb
50.1, d50.01, p0(v)50.57510.125 min(1,v/10), p2(v)
50.4810.32u(v215). Lane changing parameters are t
same as in Ref.@12# exceptg251. The parameters of th
merging region arel50.75 (l50.6 for the merging region
on the off-ramp lane!, Dv r

(1)510 m/s, Dv r
(2)55 m/s at the

on-ramp andDv r
(2)522 m/s at the off-ramp and at th

merge bottleneck.xon5xM5xoff516 km. Lm5300 m, L r
52 km for the on-ramp; Lm50.6 km, L r52 km, Lc
03613
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51.6 km for the off-ramp;Lc50.6 km for the merge bottle-
neck. When other values of model parameters are used
some simulations, they are given in the related figure c
tions.

III. THE BREAKDOWN PHENOMENON
„THE F\S TRANSITION …

A. Homogeneous road: The moving synchronized flow pattern

In model ~1!–~7!,~9!–~12!, as well as in Ref.@12#, rather
than moving jams theF→S transition~the breakdown phe-
nomenon! can occur on a homogeneous~without bottle-
necks! one-lane road. We have found the following featur

~i! Within the range

qth<qin<qmax ~r th<r in<rmax
(free) !, ~13!

wherer in5qin /v free, the nucleation of synchronized flow i
an initial free flow can occur, i.e., the free flow is metasta
with respect to the first orderF→S transition. A Z-shaped
speed-flow characteristic@Fig. 2~a!# is related to these meta
stability and nucleation effects. The Z characteristic cons
of the branch of free flowv free, of a 2D region of synchro-
nized flow statesvsyn and of the critical branchvcr

(FS) which
gives the speed inside the critical perturbations, i.e., it de
mines the critical amplitude of local perturbations in fr
flow Dvcr

(FS)5v free2vcr
(FS) . When the amplitude of an exter

nal local perturbation exceedsDvcr
(FS) the F→S transition

@down arrow in Fig. 2~a!# occurs and a moving synchronize
flow pattern~MSP! emerges@Figs. 2~b!–2~d!# whose width
continuously increases over time. Otherwise@up arrow in
Fig. 2~a!# the initial perturbation decays@Fig. 2~e!#. In the
speed-density plane, there is a gap in the density betw
statesv free and statesvsyn inside MSP @Fig. 2~f!#. At q
5qmax the F→S transition@dotted down arrow in Fig. 2~a!#
occurs already at a very small amplitude of perturbations

~ii ! The F→S transition and the Z-shaped speed-flo
characteristic may be explained by a competition betwee
tendency to free flow due to an ‘‘overacceleration’’ which
simulated by the acceleration noise in~9! and a tendency to
synchronized flow due to the adaptation of the vehicle sp
to the speed of the leading vehicle. This adaptation is sim
lated with Eqs.~3! and ~4! due to the synchronization dis
tanceDn and the deceleration noise in Ref.~9!. The ‘‘over-
acceleration’’ is stronger at higher vehicle speed, exac
lower density~the flow rate is nearly the same in free an
synchronized flows@Figs. 2~c,d!#. This causes theS→F tran-
sition and the MSP dissolving@Fig. 2~e!#. In contrast, the
tendency of speed adaptation is stronger at lower speed,
at the higher density. This causes the self-maintenanc
synchronized flow in MSP.

~iii ! At the threshold point (r th ,qth) @Figs. 2~a,f!# the
downstream front velocity of MSPvdown is equal to the ve-
locity of the MSP upstream frontvup: vdown5vup @Fig. 2~h!#
@32#. At r in.r th (qin.qth) we havevdown.vup @Fig. 2~h!#,
i.e., the MSP width increases over time@Fig. 2~b!#. In con-
trast, atr in,r th (qin,qth) we havevdown,vup @Fig. 2~h!#,
i.e., the MSP width decreases and the MSP dissolves@Fig.
2~g!#. To explain Fig. 2~h!, let us use the formulasvdown
0-4
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5vsyn2@1/(tdel
(a)rsyn)#, vup5(qsyn2qin)/(rsyn2r in) where

qsyn, rsyn andvsyn are, respectively, the averaged flow ra
density, and speed inside MSP@Figs. 2~b,c!#. We see that

FIG. 2. The breakdown phenomenon on a homogeneous r
~a! A Z-shaped speed-flow characteristic. In~a! qin is a ‘‘control’’
~external! parameter; the speedv free is related to free flow; the criti-
cal branchvcr

(FS) gives the speed inside the critical local perturbati
for the F→S transition as a function ofqin ; vsyn is a synchronized
flow speed inside the 2D region of synchronized flow states~dashed
region!, vsyn is related to an averaging of speeds inside MSP o
10-min time intervals.~b! The speed in space and time during t
emergence of MSP due to the growth of an external perturbat
The speed~top!, the flow rate~bottom! ~c! and the corresponding
data in the flow-density plane~d! for MSP in ~b!. ~e! The decay of
an external perturbation whose amplitude is lower thanDvcr

(FS) . ~f!
The speed-density characteristic wherev free andvsyn have the same
meaning as in~a!; the curveJ is related to the lineJ in Fig. 1~b!. ~g!
The speed in space and time during the decay of an external
turbation atqin,qth (r in,r th). ~h! Dependenciesvdown andvup on
r in5qin /v free. In ~c!,~d! 1-min averaged data of virtual detecto
are presented. In~d! black points and circles are related to free flo
~F! and to synchronized flow~S! inside MSP~b!, respectively.qin

52250 vehicles/h in~b!–~e! andqin52118 vehicles/h in~g!. In ~a!,
~f! r th'20.4 vehicles/h,rmax

(free)'22.5 vehicles/km, the flow ratesqth

and qmax related to r th and rmax
(free) , respectively, areqth'2200

vehicles/h andqmax'2430 vehicles/h. An external perturbation
applied att5t058 min and is given as a braking of one of th
vehicles in an initial free flow up to some speed which is ma
tained then for 60 s in~a!,~b!,~e! and 150 s in~g!.
03613
,

vdown does not directly depend onqin whereasvup decreases
whenqin increases.

B. The breakdown phenomenon at the on-ramp

In model ~1!–~7!,~9!–~12! rather than moving jams the
F→S transition can spontaneously occur at an on-ra
@12,28#. We have found the following features:

~i! The average speed in free flowv free
(B),v free. v free

(B) de-
creases whenqon increases@Fig. 3~a!#. This is linked to the
spontaneous occurrence of an internal localized perturba

d.

r

n.

er-

-

FIG. 3. The breakdown phenomenon~the F→S transition! at
the on-ramp. The Z-shaped dependence of the speed onqon ~a ‘‘con-
trol’’ parameter! at a fixedqin ~a!, the speed in space and time~b!
and at virtual detectors~c! during the spontaneousF→S transition,
and the speed-density characteristic~d!. In ~a! the speedv free

(B) is
related to free flow on the main road in the on-ramp vicinity; t
critical branchvcr, FS

(B) gives the speed inside the critical local pertu
bation for theF→S transition as a function ofqon. In ~a!,~d! vsyn

(B) is
a synchronized flow speed inside the 2D region~dashed region;
10-min averaged data of a virtual detector on the main road ax
516 km). The curveJ is related to the lineJ in Fig. 1~b!. The
speed in space and time during the induced SP emergence due
external perturbation~e! and the decay of an external perturbatio
~f!. In ~c! the dashed horizontal line shows the speed level 85 km
the criterion for theF→S transition is the same as in Ref.@28#. In
~a!,~d! qin51756 vehicles/km. In ~b!,~c!,~e!,~f! qin51800
vehicles/h,qon is 450 ~b!,~c! and 400~e!,~f! vehicles/h. In~a!, to
find vcr, FS

(B) (qon) a perturbation as in Figs. 2~a, b! is applied on the
main road atx516 km for 120 s. In~b,c,e,f! the on-ramp inflowqon

is switched on att5t058 min.
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@‘‘localized perturbation’’ in Fig. 3~b!# on the main road in
the on-ramp vicinity caused by the vehicle squeezing. T
perturbation amplitude oscillates over time: The perturbat
consists of a permanent~‘‘deterministic’’! and a random
component.

~ii ! At a given qin in an initial free flow within a range
qon

(th)<qon<qon
(cr,FS) @Fig. 3~a!# due to the self-growth of the

internal perturbation@item ~i!# thespontaneousnucleation of
synchronized flow can occur: The free flow is metasta
with respect to the first order spontaneousF→S transition
leading to the SP emergence@Fig. 3~b!#. The SP nucleation
occurs after a delay timeTFS @Fig. 3~c!# @28#. The metasta-
bility and nucleation effects are linked to the competiti
between the ‘‘overacceleration’’ and the speed adaptatio
synchronized flow@Sec. III A, item ~ii !#. These effects lead
also to a Z-shaped speed-flow characteristic@Fig. 3~a!#. This
speed Z-shaped function ofqon at a givenqin @Fig. 3~a!#
consists of the branch of free flowv free

(B) , of a 2D region of
synchronized flowvsyn

(B) ~dashed region!, and of the critical
branch vcr, FS

(B) which determines the critical amplitud
Dvcr, FS

(B) 5v free
(B)2vcr, FS

(B) of local perturbations: If the perturba
tion amplitude exceedsDvcr, FS

(B) , the F→S transition occurs
@down arrow in Fig. 3~a!#. Otherwise@up arrow in Fig. 3~a!#
perturbations decay. In the speed-density plane, there is a
in the density between free flow and synchronized flow sta
@Fig. 3~d!#.

~iii ! The delay timeTFS @Fig. 3~c!# is a random value: In
different realizations, at the sameqon andqin we found usu-
ally differentTFS. The mean delay timeTFS

(mean) is higher, the
lower qon and/orqin are. At higherqin during the delay time
TFS a lot of perturbations@item ~i!# can spontaneously occu
grow, and then decay in the on-ramp vicinity before the p
turbation appears whose growth leads to theF→S transition.
The critical perturbation amplitudeDvcr, FS

(B) and therefore
TFS

(mean) decrease whenqon increases. In the vicinity ofqon

5qon
(cr, FS) the F→S transition occurs already afterTFS

'1 –2 min that is comparable with the duration of theF
→S transition. Thus, the exact valueqon5qon

(cr, FS) cannot be
found @dashed parts ofv free

(B) (qon) and vcr, FS
(B) (qon)]. At qon

>qon
(cr, FS) the ‘‘deterministic’’ spontaneousF→S transition is

expected@dotted down-arrow in Fig. 3~a!#.
~iv! External local perturbations can lead to the induc

F→S transition and SP emergence@Fig. 3~e!# when the am-
plitude of the external perturbation is higher thanDvcr, FS

(B) .
Otherwise the perturbation decays and free flowv free

(B) is re-
covered near the on-ramp@Fig. 3~f!#.

IV. MOVING JAM EMERGENCE: DOUBLE Z-SHAPED
CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAFFIC FLOW

Synchronized flow statesvsyn in Fig. 2~f! andvsyn
(B) in Fig.

3~d! lie above the curveJ.Thus, wide moving jams canspon-
taneouslyemerge in these states@12,25,28#. We found the
following features.

~i! For a homogeneous road, there is a Z-shaped sp
flow characteristic@Fig. 4~a!#: The Z characteristic is related
to the metastability of synchronized flowvsyn and to the
spontaneousnucleation effect in this flow leading to the firs
03613
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order S→J transition. TheZ-characteristic consists of th
statesvsyn ~dashed 2D region!, of the critical branchvcr

(SJ)

which determines the critical amplitude of local perturb
tionsDvcr

(SJ)5vsyn2vcr
(SJ) @33#, and of the linevmin50 for the

speed inside a wide moving jam. The nucleation of theS
→J transition occurs in the rangeqth<qin<qcr if the pertur-
bation amplitude in synchronized flow exceedsDvcr

(SJ) ~down
arrow!; otherwise, the perturbation decays~up arrow!. There
is a random delay timeTSJ for the S→J transition occur-
rence. In the vicinity ofqon5qcr fluctuations cause the
S→J transition duringTSJ'10 min which is comparable

FIG. 4. Z characteristics for theS→J transition ~a!,~c! and
double Z characteristics for theF→S→J transitions ~b!,~d!,~e!.
~a!,~b! A homogeneous road.~c!–~e! A road with the on-ramp. In
~a!–~d! the critical branchesvcr

(SJ) ~a!,~b! andvcr, SJ
(B) ~c!,~d! give the

speed inside the critical local perturbation for theS→J transition as
a function ofqin ~a!,~b! and as a function ofqon ~c!,~d!, respectively.
The statesv free, vcr

(FS) , andvsyn in ~b! are taken from Fig. 2~a! and
the statesvcr

(SJ) are taken from~a!. The statesv free
(B) , vcr, FS

(B) , andvsyn
(B)

in ~d! are taken from Fig. 3~a! and the statesvcr, SJ
(B) are taken from

~c!; in ~c!,~d! qin is a constant. The critical branchvcr, SJ
(B) (qon) ~c!,~d!

is found by a braking of one of the vehicles in synchronized flow
the main road atx515.7 km up to the speedvcr, SJ

(B) . In ~e! doubleZ
characteristics for different ranges ofqin are shown: curves 1 for
qin.qout , qth ; curve 2 for qin5qth ; curves 3,38 for qout,qin

,qth ; curve 4 for qin,qout . For a simplification, in ~e! the
branches of synchronized flow statesvsyn

(B) are related to an averag
ing of the initial infinity different speeds for a givenqon within the
2D region in~d!. In ~c!–~e! qin is: in ~c!,~d! 1756 (qin,qout), in ~e!
2265~curves 1), 2200~curve 2), 1850~curves 3,38), 1600~curve
4) vehicles/km. In~e! the branch 38 shows the critical branchvcr, FJ

(B)

for the inducedF→J transition@35#.
0-6
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with the duration of theS→J transition. The exact poin
qin5qcr cannot be found~dashed parts ofvsyn andvcr

(SJ)).
~ii ! TheZ characteristic for theF→S transition@Fig. 2~a!#

together with the Z characteristic for theS→J transition
@Fig. 4~a!# form a doubleZ-shaped speed-density charact
istic related to theF→S→J transitions@Fig. 4~b!#. At the
chosen model parametersqout,qth . In the rangeqout<qin
,qth , MSP either dissolves or transforms into a wide mo
ing jam @34#. At qth<qin,qmax both MSP and wide moving
jams can occur and exist.

~iii ! For a road with the on-ramp, there is also a Z-shap
speed-flow characteristic@Fig. 4~c!# which consists of state
vsyn

(B) ~dashed 2D region!, of the branchvcr, SJ
(B) which deter-

mines the critical amplitude of local perturbationsDvcr, SJ
(B)

5vsyn
(B)2vcr, SJ

(B) @33#, and of the linevmin50. TheZ character-
istic shows the metastability of synchronized flowvsyn

(B) and
the relatedspontaneousnucleation effect leading to theS
→J transition and to the GP emergence. This occurs aft
random delay timeTSJ in the rangeqon

(th, SJ)<qon<qon
(cr, SJ) if

the perturbation amplitude exceedsDvcr
(SJ) ~down arrow!;

otherwise, the perturbation decays~up arrow!. The exact
point qon5qon

(cr, SJ) cannot be found: Atqon'qon
(cr, SJ) TSJ' 10

min, which is comparable with the duration of theS→J
transition~dashed parts ofvsyn

(B) andvcr, SJ
(B) ).

~iv! The Z characteristic for theF→S transition @Fig.
3~a!# together withthe Z characteristic for theS→J transi-
tion @Fig. 4~c!# form adoubleZ-shape speed-density chara
teristic at the on-ramp@Fig. 4~d!# related to the spontaneou
F→S→J transitions and the GP emergence. This is due
two different spontaneous nucleation effects in free flowv free

(B)

and synchronized flowvsyn
(B) , respectively. The doubleZ char-

acteristic depends onqin @curves 1–4, Fig. 4~e!#. At qin
>qth and qon50 there are gapsDS and DJ in the speed on
the doubleZ characteristic@Fig. 4~e!, curve 1#. The gapDS is
linked to the speed gap between statesvcr

(FS) andvsyn in Fig.
2~a!. The gapDJ is linked to the speed gap between sta
vcr

(SJ) and vmin50 in Fig. 4~a!. At qin,qth the gaps do not
appear@curves 3 and 4, Fig. 4~e!# @35#.

V. STRONG AND WEAK CONGESTION
AT ISOLATED ON-RAMP

A. Diagram of congested patterns: Synchronized flow patterns

The diagram of different congested patterns, i.e., the
gions of thespontaneousoccurrence of the patterns in th
flow-flow plane whose coordinates areqin andqon, is quali-
tatively similar to the diagram postulated in Ref.@17# and
found out in Ref.@12# ~Fig. 5!. Different SP@Figs. 5~c!–5~e!
and 6# occur between the boundariesFS

(B) and SJ
(B) in Fig.

5~a!. FS
(B) andSJ

(B) are related to thespontaneous F→S and
S→J transitions, respectively. The downstream front of t
widening SP~WSP! is fixed at the on-ramp@Fig. 5~c!#. The
upstream front of WSP is continuously widening upstrea
WSP occurs above the boundaryW in Fig. 5~a!. Below the
boundaryW the localized SP~LSP! occurs. As in WSP, the
downstream front of LSP is fixed at the on-ramp. Howev
the upstream front of LSP is localized at a some distan
03613
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LLSP, upstream of the on-ramp@Fig. 5~d!#. At higherqin and
a very lowqon MSP can occur@Fig. 5~e!# rather than WSP.
We have found the following features of SP.

~i! The flow rate in SP is often only slightly lower than th
initial flow rate in free flow@Figs. 6~a,b,e!, right#.

~ii ! The density in SP can often be nearly the same or e
lower thanrmax

(free) @Figs. 6~c,f,g!#.
~iii ! The width of LSP,LLSP, i.e., the distance of the up

stream LSP front from the on-ramp depends on time an
can show large amplitude complex oscillations@Fig. 6~d!
where 2 km<LLSP<4 km].

~iv! The mean width of LSP,LLSP
(mean), can depend strongly

on qin andqon: LLSP
(mean) can be changed between 0.5 km a

10 km.
~v! At qon and qin which are related to a vicinity of the

boundaryFS
(B) sometimes regions of free flow occur insid

WSP and LSP. These patterns are called ‘‘SP with alter

FIG. 5. Diagram of congested patterns at the isolated on-ra
~a!, the capacity in free flow at the on-ramp~b! and congested
patterns~c!–~h! related to~a!: ~c!–~e! SP and~f!–~h! GP. ~c! The
widening SP~WSP!, ~d! the localized SP~LSP!, ~e! the moving SP
~MSP!, ~f! GP atqin.qout , ~g! GP atqin,qout , ~h! the dissolving
GP ~DGP!. In ~c!–~h! the flow rates (qon,qin) are ~c! ~260,2280!,
~d! ~310,1945!, ~e! ~35,2307!, ~f! ~500,2250!, ~g! ~1200,1658!, and
~h! ~250,2250! vehicles/h. In~a! the criteria for the boundariesFS

(B)

and SJ
(B) are the same as used and explained in Ref.@28#. qmax,lim

(B)

'2400 vehicles/h. The on-ramp inflow is switched on att5t0

58 min.
0-7
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tions of free and synchronized flow’’~ASP! @17,37#. The
appearance of ASP may be explained by theS→F transition
inside SP. There are two different cases.

~1! Free flow regions occur at some distance upstream
the on-ramp. At the bottleneck synchronized flow is se
maintained. Often regions of free flow appear only for
finite time, i.e., free flow is replaced by synchronized flo
over time.

~2! Free flow regions occur for short time intervals ra
domly at the on-ramp. The free flow replaces a part of s
chronized flow upstream. Here there is an analogy with
occurrence of MSP. However, in contrast to the case of M
free flow returns at the on-ramp for much shorter time int
vals than the duration of synchronized flow at the on-ram

~vi! In the model, freeway capacity in free flow at th
on-ramp qmax

(B) 5qsumuF
S
(B) which is related to the boundar

FS
(B) ~hereqsum5qon1qin is the flow rate downstream of th

on-ramp in free flow at the bottleneck! is a weak function of
qon with a minimum point@Fig. 5~b!#. It must be stressed tha

FIG. 6. Synchronized flow patterns~SP!. ~a!,~b!,~e! The vehicle
speed~left! and the flow rate~right! in SP shown in Figs. 5~c!–5~e!,
respectively.~a! WSP,~b! LSP, ~c! the vehicle density in LSP ove
time, ~d! the length of LSP over time,~e! MSP. The data in the
flow-density plane in~f! are shown for WSP~a! and in~g! for LSP
~b!. The dashed line in~c! is related tormax

(free)'22.5 vehicles/km.
t058 min.
03613
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the limit capacityqmax
(B) uqon→05qmax,lim

(B) ~but qonÞ0) which is

shown in Figs. 5~a,b! is lower than the maximal flow rate
qmax for a homogeneous road@see Eq.~13! and Fig. 2~a!#:
qmax,lim

(B) ,qmax @27#. To understand this result, note that at
very small flow rate to the on-ramp (qon'1 –2 vehicles/h)
singlevehicles squeezing from the on-ramp to the main ro
causerandom local short-timeperturbations on the main
road in the on-ramp vicinity at high enough flow rateqin.
These perturbations lead to thespontaneousspeed break-
down ~the F→S transition! at the on-ramp even whenqon

→0 ~but qonÞ0) at the lower flow rateqsum5qmax,lim
(B) than

the maximal flow rateqmax on the homogeneous road.
~vii ! At qon→0, i.e., in the vicinity ofqsum5qmax,lim

(B) the
local short-time fluctuations@item ~vi!# can play the role of a
nucleus for the spontaneous MSP emergence at the on-r
After the MSP has emerged, the MSP comes off the on-ra
and begins to propagate as an independent localized stru
@Fig. 5~e!# as on the homogeneous road@Fig. 2~a!# @36#.

B. Features of GP

In the diagram@Fig. 5~a!#, right of the boundaryG and
right of the boundarySJ

(B) GP occurs where the pinch regio
continuously exists and a sequence of wide moving ja
emerges@Figs. 5~f,g!#. Right of the boundarySJ

(B) and left of
the boundaryG dissolving GP~DGP! occurs@Fig. 5~h!# @12#.
We found the following features of GP and DGP.~i! In the
pinch region of GP narrow moving jams spontaneou
emerge and grow @Figs. 7~a,b!, x515.8 km and x
514.5 km]. In agreement with Ref.@25#, points related to
the pinch region lie above the lineJ in the flow-density plane
@Fig. 7~c!#. After a narrow moving jam has transformed in
a wide moving jam, this jam can suppress the growing of
downstream narrow moving jam@Fig. 7~a!, x513 km]. In
this case, the mean time distance between narrow mo
jams emerging in the pinch regionTJ is noticeably lower
than the mean time distance between wide moving ja
TJ

(wide) ~in Fig. 7~a!, TJ'6 min at x514.5 km andTJ
(wide)

'30 min atx58 km). However, the suppressing effect o
curs only if the narrow moving jam is close to the dow
stream wide moving jam front.

~ii ! Thus, if the distance between the initial narrow mo
ing jams emerging in the pinch regionRnarrow is low, i.e., the
frequency of the narrow jam emergence in the pinch reg
f narrow is high ~at the model parameters under considerat
Rnarrow,2.5 km and the related frequencyf narrow
.0.1 min21) then only some of the initial narrow movin
jams transform into wide moving jams: The other narro
moving jams either dissolve or merge with other movi
jams. If in contrast,Rnarrow is relatively high, i.e.,f narrow is
low then almost each narrow jam transforms into a w
moving jam@Fig. 8~a!#.

~iii ! In DGP, after a wide moving jam has been form
this jam suppresses the pinch region in the initial GP@12,17#.
As a result, either free flow or a LSP appears at the on-ra
while the wide moving jam moves upstream away from t
on-ramp @Fig. 5~h!#. In a comparison with Ref.@12#, the
boundaryG Fig. 5~a! does not intersect the boundarySJ

(B) at
0-8
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the pointqin5qout. This is due to hysteresis effects of the G
formation ~Sec. VI!.

~iv! If qin.qout then the width of the most upstream wid
moving jam is a gradually increasing function of time@Fig.
5~f!#. If in contrastqin,qout, the most upstream wide mov
ing jam gradually dissolves@see the dissolving of the firs
three wide moving jams in GP in Fig. 5~g!#. Even if qin
,qout, the region of wide moving jams is expanded in t
downstream direction.

~v! In a lot of cases GP consists of the pinch region
synchronized flow and the region of wide moving jam
Then, the width of synchronized flow in GP,Lsyn is the dis-
tance between the downstream front of synchronized flow
GP ~located at the on-ramp! and the upstream boundary o
the pinch region. ThisLsyn is spatially limited.

FIG. 7. The general pattern~GP!. ~a! The vehicle speed~left!
and the flow rate~right!, ~b! the corresponding data in the flow
density plane for the GP shown in Fig. 5~f!. ~c! Points in the flow-
density plane related to synchronized flow in the pinch region
GP. ~a!,~b! 1-min averaged data of virtual detectors. In~b! black
points and circles are related to free flow~F! and to synchronized
flow (S), respectively. With the symbol̂ the data related to mov
ing jams are designated.t058 min.
03613
.

in

~vi! In contrast, there is a case whereLsyn in GP can be a
continuous increasing function over time. This can occ
above the boundaryW in Fig. 5~a! when qon is gradually
increased. First WSP occurs, then DGP appears, and fin
GP is realized. In this case, the pinch region and the mov
jam emergence in DGP and GP occur inside the ini
WSP.It can occur that the upstream front of the initial W
propagates upstream quicker than the upstream front of
wide moving jam@Fig. 5~f!#, i.e., the upstream front of the
whole GP can be determined by the upstream front of
initial WSP rather than of the most upstream wide movi
jam.

C. Weak and strong congestion in GP

It has been found that there is a special flow rate to
on-ramp

qon5qon
(strong). ~14!

f

FIG. 8. Weak congestion and strong congestion in GP at
on-ramp.~a!, ~b! The speed in space and time in GP under we
congestion on the main road~a! and on the on-ramp lane~b!. ~c!
The vehicle speed~left! and the flow rate~right! related to~b!. The
speed in space and time in GP under strong congestion on the
road ~d! and on the on-ramp lane~e!. ~f! The vehicle speed~left!
and the flow rate~right! related to~e!. ~g! Spatial distributions of
the speed~left! and the flow rate~right! along the on-ramp lane a
t527 min related to~e!. t058 min. qin52000 vehicles/h,qon has
the following values: 400~a!–~c!, 1200~d!–~g! vehicles/h.
0-9
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If the condition qon,qon
(strong) is fulfilled then the averaged

flow rate in the pinch region of GP,q(pinch), is a decreasing
function of traffic demand, i.e., ofqon @Fig. 9~a!#. The same
behavior shows the average vehicle speedv (pinch) in the
pinch region@Fig. 9~b!#. The interval of the averaging o
q(pinch) andv (pinch) is chosen to be higher thanTJ. The mean
width of the pinch region,Lsyn

(mean), the mean space distanc
between narrow moving jams in the pinch region,Rnarrow

(mean),
and the related valueTJ are decreasing functions ofqon @Figs.
9~e!–9~g!#. Consequently, the frequencyf narrow is an increas-
ing function ofqon. Following Ref.@17#, this case is called
‘‘weak congestion’’@GP in Fig. 8~a!–8~c!#.

In weak congestion, the flow rate of the vehicles whi
are really squeezing to the main road from the on-ramp,q(on)

is nearly equal toqon @Fig. 9~c!#. Also the vehicle speed on
the on-ramp lane leading to the merging region of the
rampv (on)'v free on@Fig. 9~d!; see also Figs. 8~b,c!; v (on) and
q(on) are related to figures which have been marked ‘‘16
~on-ramp!’’ #.

FIG. 9. Parameters of GP under weak and strong conges
conditions:q(pinch) ~a!, v (pinch) ~b!, q(on) ~c!, v (on) ~d!, Lsyn

(mean) ~e!,
Rnarrow

(mean) ~f!, andTJ ~g! as functions ofqon. ~h! Lsyn as a function of
time. qlim

(pinch) ~i!, v lim
(pinch) ~j!, qout

(bottle) ~k!, and TJ ~l! under strong
congestion as functions ofLm @Fig. 1~c!#. ~m!,~n! qlim

(pinch) ~m! and
qout

(bottle) ~n! vs qout . In ~a!–~d! the interval of data averaging is 6
min. In ~m!,~n! qout is changed by multiplying the functionp0(vn)
~Sec. II C! by a numerical factor.
03613
-

In contrast, whenqon>qon
(strong), then the mean characte

istics of the pinch region and of the narrow moving ja
emergence do not depend on traffic demand, i.e., onqon,
anymore. The mean valuesq(pinch), v (pinch), Lsyn

(mean), Rnarrow
(mean),

and TJ as functions ofq(on) are saturated and reach som
limit ~minimum! values:q(pinch)5qlim

(pinch) , v (pinch)5v lim
(pinch) ,

Lsyn
(mean)5Lsyn, lim

(mean) , Rnarrow
(mean)5Rnarrow, lim

(mean) , TJ5TJ, lim @Figs.
9~a!–9~g!#, correspondingly f narrow reaches a maximum
f narrow5 f max51/TJ, lim. In empirical observations, this cas
has been called ‘‘strong congestion’’@17#. Note thatLsyn(t)
changes noticeably nearLsyn lim

(mean) @Fig. 9~h!#. This is because
transformations of different narrow moving jams into wid
moving jams occur at different locations.

If qon noticeably exceedsqon
(strong) then there is a saturatio

effect in the boundarySJ
(B) . This effect is realized at a flow

rate qin5qlim
(pinch) considerably lower thanqout @Fig. 5~a!#.

Only when qin,qlim
(pinch) GP dissolves~see also Sec. VI!.

Thus, GP can exist only if

qin>qlim
(pinch) . ~15!

There is a limit flow rateqon5qon
(G) @seeq(pinch)(qon) in

Fig. 9~a!# which gives the boundaryG in the diagram@Fig.
5~a!# and it is related to the condition

q(pinch)uqon5q
on
(G)5qout. ~16!

GP exists only if

q(pinch),qout ~17!

at

qon.qon
(G) . ~18!

At qon,qon
(G) (q(pinch).qout) the pinch region dissolves an

GP cannot exist. Indeed, the average flow rate in the pi
regionq(pinch) is equal to the average flow rate in the regi
of wide moving jams. The latter cannot exceedqout.

D. Strong congestion features

The following features of strong congestion in GP ha
been found.

~i! The mean time distance between the downstre
fronts of wide moving jamsTJ

(wide) under strong congestion
is lower @Fig. 8~d!# than under weak congestion@Fig. 8~a!#.
Because the mean time-width of wide moving jams,tJ, is
similar in the both cases@tJ'2 min in Figs. 8~d! and 8~a!#
the mean time intervals between wide moving jams,Tint

(wide)

5TJ
(wide)2tJ, are very different: The valueTint

(wide) in strong
congestion can be considerably lower than under weak c
gestion.

~ii ! The limit characteristicsqlim
(pinch) , v lim

(pinch) , and TJ, lim

are decreasing functions of the length of merging regionLm

whereas the discharge flow rateqout
(bottle) is independent ofLm

@Figs. 9~i!–9~l!#. qout
(bottle) is the flow rate in the outflow from

a congested pattern at the bottleneck determined downstr
of the on-ramp where free flow is realized.

on
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~iii ! There is a correlation between features of wide m
ing jams andq(pinch). The averaged flow rate within the re
gion of wide moving jams isqJ

(wide)5qout(Tint
(wide)/TJ

(wide))
provided the interval of the averaging is much larger th
TJ

(wide) . This flow determinesq(pinch): q(pinch)5qJ
(wide) . Un-

der the strong congestion conditionq(pinch)5qlim
(pinch) , i.e.,

qlim
(pinch)/qout5Tint

(wide)/TJ
(wide),1. ~19!

For the GP in Fig. 8~d! qlim
(pinch)51470 vehicles/h, therefore

qout/qlim
(pinch)51.23.

~iv! The higherqout is, the higher isqlim
(pinch) . This depen-

dence is nearly a liner one@Fig. 9~m!#. qout
(bottle) also increases

with qout @Fig. 9~n!#. However, this dependence is muc
more weaker than the former one. Note that the condit
qin1qon.qout

(bottle) is fulfilled. Therefore qout
(bottle) gives the

congested pattern capacity@27,28#.
~v! The maximal highway capacity in free flow,qmax,lim

(B) ,
is considerable higher thanqlim

(pinch) : qmax,lim
(B) /qlim

(pinch)51.63.
~vi! GP under strong congestion occurs also on the

ramp lane. This occurs at a little bithigher qon thanqon
(strong)

~14! @Fig. 9~d!#. In this case,q(on) is saturated to a limit value
@Fig. 9~c!#. A further increase inqon at the beginning of the
on-ramp lane@at x5xon

(b)514 km, Fig. 1~c!# does not lead to
the increase inq(on) anymore. The dependence ofv (on) on
qon possesses a sharp decrease when the transition to s
congestion occurs at the on-ramp lane@Fig. 9~d!#. If qon is
initially set much higher thanqon

(strong), the sharp decrease i
the speed and the flow rate occurs first in the vicinity of
merging region of the on-ramp@Fig. 8~f!#. Then the front
separating lower and higher speeds~and the flow rates! on
the on-ramp lane propagates upstream up tox5xon

(b) @Fig.
8~e!#. Consequently, the pinch region is formed on the o
ramp lane. Growing narrow moving jams emerge in t
pinch region and finally some of these jams transform i
wide moving jams@Fig. 8~g!#. In contrast to the main road
where narrow moving jams transform into wide moving jam
at distances about 1.5–2 km downstream from the on-ra
some of wide moving jams on the on-ramp lane already
cur within the merging region. Some of vehicles movi
under the strong congestion condition on the on-ramp l
have to stop before they can enter the main road.

E. Evolution of congested patterns at on-ramps

To simulate the pattern evolution, empiricalqon(t) and
qin(t) from Ref. @17# have been used@Fig. 10~a!#. In accor-
dance with Ref.@17# we found that during the increase
qon(t) and qin(t) first the F→S transition occurs spontane
ously at the on-ramp att56:12 and then synchronized flow
appears upstream of the on-ramp@Figs. 10~b! and 10~c! at t
56:20]. Becauseqon(t) further increases sharply@Fig.
10~a!# the pinch effect is realized in this synchronized flo
leading to the GP emergence att56:36 @Fig. 10~b!#. The
maximum ofqon(t) exceedsqon

(strong) noticeably. Thus, as in
empirical Fig. 11 in Ref.@17#, in GP strong congestion i
realized.
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Over timeqon begins to decrease@Fig. 10~a!#. As in em-
pirical Fig. 18~a! @17#, the transition to weak congestion i
GP occurs@Fig. 10~d!#. During further decrease inqon @Fig.
10~a!# GP transforms into LSP att59:30 @compare Fig.
10~b! and empirical Fig. 19~a! ~left! @17##. The vehicle speed
in LSP is higher than in the pinch region of GP. During t
further evolution of synchronized flow in LSP, the pinch e
fect in this synchronized flow occurs where a wide movi
jam emerges: Att510:15 LSP transforms into DGP@Figs.
10~b,c!#. As in Fig. 19 in Ref.@17#, this pinch effect occurs a
some distance~about 3 km! upstream from the on-ramp. Af
ter the wide moving jam of DGP is far away from the o
ramp, LSP appears att.10:35. LSP disappears and fre
flow occurs at the on-ramp whenqon further decreases.

FIG. 10. Evolution of congested patterns at the on-ramp.~a!
qon(t) ~top! and qin(t) ~bottom! related to the effective flow rate
‘‘off-on’’ and to the flow rate at the detectors D1, respectively tak
from empirical data in Fig. 12 of Ref.@17# ~the empirical data have
been multiplied by numerical factors: 0.67 forqon and 0.42 forqin).
~b! The pattern evolution.~c! The speed distributions.~d! The speed
~left! and the flow rate~right! at a virtual detector in the pinch
region of GP.t j in ~a! is the time moment at which the first wid
moving jam reaches the detectors D1 in the empirical data in
12 from@17#. At t>t j qin is chosen asqin5qin(t j) . In ~d! 1 min ~thin
lines! and 10 min~thick lines! averaged data are presented. T
on-ramp parameters@Fig. 1~c!# are xon56 km, Lm5600 m, L r

5300 m.
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VI. HYSTERESIS AND NUCLEATION EFFECTS
BY PATTERN FORMATION AT ON-RAMPS

A. Threshold boundary for SP

The boundaryFS
(B) @Fig. 5~a!# corresponds to the sponta

neousF→S transition which occurs at the on-ramp for
given time interval (T0530 min) with the probabilityPFS

'1. Left of FS
(B) , i.e., in free flow, nevertheless, theF→S

transition at the on-ramp can spontaneously also occur
the probabilityPFS,1 @28#.

This result is explained by the Z-shaped function in F
3~a!. For a givenqin,qth the threshold flow rateqon

(th) at this
Z characteristic is related to a point on a threshold bound
F th

(B) in Fig. 11~a!. By the approachingF th
(B) the probability of

the F→S transitionPFS→0. Thus, left ofF th
(B) in the plane

(qon,qin) no SP can exist for a long time. Between t
boundariesF th

(B) and FS
(B) @dashed region in Fig. 11~a!# de-

pendent on initial conditions either free flow or one of SP c
exist. This region in the diagram is a metastable region
free flow with respect to theF→S transition and to the SP
formation.

SP can later exist for a long time (.50 min). In some
cases depending onqon andqin the SP can either dissolve o
transform into GP. There is the hysteresis effect related to
metastable states@Figs. 12~a,b!#. After SP has first spontane
ously occurred right of the boundaryFS

(B) , the SP can also
further exist when one of the flow ratesqon or qin ~or both of
them! decrease and the point (qon,qin) is betweenFS

(B) and
F th

(B) . SP disappears near the threshold boundaryF th
(B) . At

qon→0 the flow rateqin→qth ~Sec. III! at the threshold
boundaryF th

(B) .
In some interval of lowqon, the flow rateqin at F th

(B)

remains nearly a constant:qin'qth . There is a boundary@the
vertical boundary markedM in Fig. 11~a!# which separates
the region of MSP~left of M ) and WSP~right!. Left of the
boundaryM and between the boundariesF th

(B) andFS
(B) MSP

can either spontaneously occur@Sec. V A, item~vii !# or be
excited by the applying of a short-time perturbation ofqon.
At lower qon single MSP occurs@Fig. 5~e!#. If qon increases
(qon is still related to a point in the diagram left of th
boundaryM ) first WSP spontaneously occurs. However,
side this WSP local regions of free flow spatially alternati
with initial synchronized flow spontaneously appear ov
time. This ASP finally transforms into a sequence of MSP
contrast, between the boundariesF th

(B) andFS
(B) and right of

the boundaryM ~and also above the boundaryW) rather than
MSP, WSP can be excited or spontaneously occur.

B. Threshold boundary for GP

The hysteresis effect and metastable states appear als
the GP formation. One finds the following.

~i! At the boundarySJ
(B) the S→J transition occurs for a

given time interval@T0560 min in Figs. 5~a! and 11~b!# with
the probabilityPSJ'1. However, left ofSJ

(B) the S→J tran-
sition can also occur with the probabilityPSJ,1. This result
is linked to the Z-shaped characteristic for theS→J transi-
tion @Fig. 4~c!#. For a givenqin,qout the flow rateqon

(th, SJ) at
03613
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this Z characteristic is related to a point at a threshold bou
ary JS

(B) in the diagram. Below and left of the boundaryJs
~B!,

the probabilityPSJ50 @Fig. 11~b!#. BetweenSJ
(B) and JS

(B)

@dashed regions in Fig. 11~b!# free flow and SP aremeta-
stablewith respect to the GP formation, i.e., GP can eith
spontaneously occur during a high enough time interval or
excited.

~ii ! If a GP has spontaneously occurred right ofSJ
(B) , this

GP can further exist if one of the flow ratesqin andqon ~or
both! decreases so that the point in the diagram is displa
into the region between the boundariesSJ

(B) andJS
(B) . Below

and left ofJS
(B) GP dissolves.

~iii ! The boundaryJS
(B) consists of a horizontal line

qin5qout at qon<qon
(G) ~20!

and a curve determined by the condition

qin5q(pinch)~qon! at qon.qon
(G) , ~21!

where the dependenceq(pinch)(qon) is shown in Fig. 9~a!.
These two branches ofJS

(B) merge at a pointqon5qon
(G) ~16!.

At this point, the boundaryJS
(B) intersects the boundaryG

which separates DGP and GP in the diagram@Fig. 11~b!#.
Thus, betweenJS

(B) andSJ
(B) andleft of the boundaryG meta-

stable states exist where DGP can spontaneously occur
be excited. In contrast, the region betweenJS

(B) andSJ
(B) and

right of G is the metastable region with respect to the G
formation.

~iv! To explain the boundaryJS
(B) , recall that if condition

~18! is not valid, i.e., atqon,qon
(G) the pinch region and GP

cannot continuously exist. However, ifqin.qout a single
wide moving jam, i.e., DGP, can exist. In contrast, atqin
,qout the single wide moving jam cannot be formed a
DGP cannot appear. This explains Eq.~20!. At qon.qon

(G)

~18!, GP can occur if the inflow in GPqin is higher than
q(pinch). In contrast, atqin,q(pinch) the pinch region and GP
dissolve. Thus, condition~21! indeed determinesJS

(B) at qon

>qon
(G) .

C. Overlapping of different metastable regions
and multiple pattern excitation

The metastable states with respect to the SP forma
@dashed region in Fig. 11~a!# and to the DGP and GP forma
tion @dashed region in Fig. 11~b!# partially overlap to one
another@Fig. 11~c!#. In overlapped metastable states, depe
ing on initial conditions either free flow or one of SP or el
one of GP~DGP! can occur.

In Fig. 12~c!, depending on the amplitude of an initia
short-time perturbation applied inqon either free flow@Fig.
12~d!#, or LSP@Fig. 12~e!#, or else GP@Fig. 12~f!# is excited.
The stability of these three traffic states is noticeably diff
ent. Whereas free flow@Fig. 12~d!# and GP@Fig. 12~f!# re-
main stable during 120 min in ten different calculated re
izations, LSP has spontaneously transformed into GP in
of ten realizations.
0-12
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FIG. 11. Metastable regions in the diagram of congested
terns at the on-ramp.~a! Metastable states~hatched regions! where
either free flow or SP can occur and exist and also be excited~b!
Metastable states~hatched regions! where GP~right of line G) and
DGP ~left of line G) can occur and exist and also be excited.~c!
The general diagram related to Fig. 5~a! where the regions of the
metastable states from~a!,~b! are shown.
03613
VII. STRONG CONGESTION AT MERGE BOTTLENECKS

At the on-ramp when traffic demand (qin and/orqon) is
changed weak congestion in GP can transform into str
congestion where pinch region characteristics do not dep
on traffic demand anymore~Sec. V!. It is found that at the
merge bottleneck@Sec. II C; Fig. 1~d!# independent of traffic
demandqin only strong congestion occurs in GP@Fig. 13~a,
b!#. To explain this result, first note that for the bottleneck
the on-ramp the main road atx,xon

(e) in Fig. 1~c! may be
considered as the left lane of the merge bottleneck ax
,xM in Fig. 1~d! and the on-ramp lane as the right lane
the merge bottleneck. At each of the lanes of the me
bottleneck atx52L/2 the flow rate is equal toqin @Fig.
1~d!#. If now at the on-rampqon5qin then GP with strong
congestion condition is formed@Fig. 5~a!#.

However, at the merge bottleneck atx,xM
(s) vehicles can

change lane between the left and the right lanes@Fig. 1~d!#.
In contrast, at the on-ramp atx,xon the main road and the
on-ramp lane are separate roads@Fig. 1~c!#. This may explain
the following differences between GPs at the merge bot
neck and at the on-ramp.

~i! In contrast to GP under strong congestion at the

t-

FIG. 12. Hysteresis effect~a!, ~b! and the multiple metastability
at the on-ramp~c!–~f!: ~a!,~b! The 5-min averaged vehicle speed o
the main road ifqon first increases and then decreases atqin

51800 vehicles/h~a! and the related SP emergence and dissolv
~b!. ~c! Initial short-time perturbations ofqon used for the multiple
pattern excitation.~d!–~f! Three different patterns at the same flo
ratesqon5450 vehicles/h andqin51756 vehicles/h: free flow~d!,
LSP~e!, and GP~f!. In ~c! no perturbation ofqon ~line 1! is applied
for the free flow occurrence~d!; for the excitation of LSP~line 2!
and of GP~line 3! qon is increased for 10 min at 600 vehicles/h fo
LSP ~e! and at 1000 vehicles/h for GP~f!. The on-ramp parameter
@Fig. 1~c!# are: Lm5500 m, L r5300 m. The on-ramp inflow is
switched on att5t058 min.
0-13
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ramp, the average speed between moving jams in GP a
merge bottleneck has asaturation to a limit ~maximum!
speedvmax

(M),v free.
The actual speedv (M) between the moving jams show

only a small amplitude oscillation aroundvmax
(M) @Fig. 13~b!#.

~ii ! The limit flow rate per highway lane at the merg
bottleneckqlim M

(pinch) is considerably lower thanqlim
(pinch) at the

on-ramp.
~iii ! At the same model parameters the frequency of

narrow moving jam emergencef max
(M) is higher and the mean

time distance between the jams,TJ
(M)51/f max

(M) , is lower at the
merge bottleneck (TJ

(M)'3.5 min at about 1.5–2 km up
stream of the bottleneck! than at the on-ramp (TJ
'5 –7 min). The distances between the downstream fro
of wide moving jams in GP,TJ

(wide M) , are lower at the merge
bottleneck (TJ

(wide M)'7 min at about 10 km upstream of th

FIG. 13. Features of congested patterns at the merge bottle
~a!–~d! and at the bottleneck due to the off-ramp~e!,~f!: ~a!,~b!
Speed distributions in GP.~c! The diagram of patterns at the merg
bottleneck.~d! The critical perturbation development that leads
the spontaneous GP formation.~e! The diagram of patterns at th
off-ramp.~f! Averaged characteristics of GP at the off-ramp as fu
tions ofh. The flow rate to the merge bottleneckqin is ~a!,~b! 1946
and ~d! 1180 vehicles/h. In~a!,~d! the vehicle motion on the righ
lane upstream of the merge bottleneck is switched on att5t0

58 min. In ~a!,~b!,~d! the letter ‘‘M ’’ marks the location of the
merge bottleneck.
03613
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bottleneck! than at the on-ramp (TJ
(wide)'10–30 min). Thus,

moving jams in GP at the merge bottleneck often look li
narrow moving jams. Nevertheless, after the speed satura
has occurred between the moving jams in GP at the me
bottleneck, the jams downstream fronts propagate with
characteristic velocityvg through other upstream bottleneck
and through other states of traffic flowkeepingthe velocity
of the downstream frontvg ~Sec. X A!, i.e., the jams are
wide moving jams.

The pattern emergence at the merge bottleneck shows
following pattern diagram@Fig. 13~c!#.

~i! If qin>qmax, M
(B) , GP can usually occur spontaneous

within a given time intervalT0. At T0560 min the maxi-
mum flow rateqmax, M

(B) '1150 vehicles/h,qmax/2 ~the factor
1/2 appears because at the merge bottlenecktwo-lane road
transforms intoone-lane road atx>xM). There is a random
time delay for the GP formation after traffic flow has be
switched on. A lot of local perturbations can spontaneou
appear, grow, and then decay at the merge bottleneck be
the perturbation appears whose growth indeed leads to
GP formation@Fig. 13~d!#. However, in some realizations i
the rangeqmax, M

(B) ,qin,qmax/2 GP does not occur spontan
ously duringT0'180 min. Instead, an occurrence and d
appearance of high amplitude perturbations at the bottlen
is observed. Atqin>qmax/2 GP occurs withinT0530 min.

~ii ! If qth M
(B) <qin,qmax, M

(B) free flow is metastable:~1! At
qlim M

(pinch)<qin,qmax, M
(B) GP can be excited by a high amplitud

short-time external perturbation;~2! at qth M
(B) <qin<qlim M

(pinch)

rather than GP only LSP can be excited. Atqin,qth M
(B) free

flow is stable.

VIII. WEAK CONGESTION AT OFF-RAMPS

A study of the pattern formation at an off-ramp shows t
following.

~i! In contrast to the on-ramp and the merge bottleneck
an off-ramp@Fig. 1~e!#, GPonly under weak congestion ca
be formed at allh,100%.

~ii ! In GP, wide moving jams are often formed at a co
siderable distance~more than 5 km! upstream from the off-
ramp. The downstream front of SP and GP is located at so
distance~about 1–1.5 km! upstream from the off-ramp. Be
sides, the speed synchronization across both highway la
occurs only at some finite distance upstream ofx5xoff @Fig.
1~e!#.

~iii ! The pattern diagram at the off-ramp in the pla
(h,qin) @Fig. 13~e!# qualitatively resembles the diagram
the on-ramp@Fig. 5~a!#: There are different SP~MSP, WSP,
and LSP!, DGP, and GP which look like the related patter
at the on-ramp. However, there is no saturation of the bou
ary SJ

(B) at higherh. This is linked to that in GP only weak
congestion occurs at allh,100%. Indeed, all pinch region
characteristics in GP as well as the flow rateq(off) ~vehicles
which really leave the main road to the off-ramp! do depend
on h @Fig. 13~f!#.

~iv! At the same model parameters the valuesq(pinch),
v (pinch), andTJ in GP at the off-ramp at highh can be con-
siderablylower @Fig. 13~f!# thanqlim

(pinch) , v lim
(pinch) , andTJ,lim,

ck

-
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respectively, in GP under strong congestion at the on-ra
@Figs. 9~a, b, g!#. The off-ramp forces vehicles at higherh to
much stronger traffic compression.

~v! At h5100% the off-ramp transforms into the merg
bottleneck. We find qualitatively the same GP features ah
5100% as for the merge bottleneck.

IX. CATCH EFFECT AND INDUCED CONGESTED
PATTERN FORMATION

When two spatially separated bottlenecks~the ‘‘up-
stream’’ bottleneck and the ‘‘downstream’’ bottleneck! exist
on a highway, then a congested pattern which has ea

FIG. 14. The induced pattern formation and the catch effec
wide moving jam induces LSP~a! and GP~b!. MSP induces LSP
~c!, WSP~d!, and GP~e!. WSP induces LSP~f!, WSP~g!, and GP
~h!. The initial flow rates to the on-ramp ‘U’ and on the road up-
stream of the on-ramp ‘U’ ( qon

(up) ,qin) are ~a! ~320,1800!, ~b! ~450,
1756!, ~c! ~400,1800!, ~d! ~200,2118!, ~e! ~440,1800!, ~f! ~300,
1756!, ~g! ~150,2034!, and~h! ~240, 2000! vehicles/h. In~a!–~e! the
flow rate to the on-ramp ‘D’ qon

(down)560 vehicles/h. In~f!–~h!
qon

(down) are 170~f!–~g! and 180~h! vehicles/h. In~a!–~h! the coor-
dinates of the on-ramps (xon

(up) ,xon
(down)) are ~a!–~e! ~8,16!, ~f! ~10,

14!, and ~g!, ~h! ~10,16! km. In ~a!–~e! the wide moving jam and
MSP at the on-ramp ‘D’ are induced by short-time perturbations
the flow rateqon

(down) . L r5300 m for both on-ramps,Lm is 500 m for
the on-ramp ‘U’, and 300 m for the on-ramp ‘D’. The on-ramp
inflows are switched on att5t058 min.
03613
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occurred at the downstream bottleneck can induce ano
congested pattern at the upstream bottleneck where free
is realized before. When both bottlenecks are on-ramps~e.g.,
Fig. 14!, the upstream bottleneck will be designated as
on-ramp ‘U’ with the coordinatexon5xon

(up) and the flow rate
qon5qon

(up) and the downstream bottleneck will be designa
as the on-ramp ‘D’ with xon5xon

(down) andqon5qon
(down). The

following effects have been found.
~i! A congested pattern which induces another conges

pattern at the upstream bottleneck is a wide moving jam
this case,independentof the pattern type which is induced a
the upstream bottleneck, the wide moving jam propaga
further upstreamkeepingthe downstream jam front velocity
vg . In Figs. 14~a,b!, a wide moving jam occurs in GP at th
on-ramp ‘D’ whereas free flow is first at the on-ramp ‘U’.
Then, dependent onqon

(up) , the wide moving jam propagation
through the on-ramp ‘U’ causes either the LSP formatio
@Fig. 14~a!# or the GP formation@Fig. 14~b!#. The jam leaves
the emerging pattern keeping the velocityvg ~for a compari-
son see empirical Fig. 2~b! in Ref. @17#!. After the wide
moving jam is far away upstream of the on-ramp ‘U’ the
flow rateqout plays the role ofqin : qin5qout. In this case, at
the chosen model parameters there is no WSP and no M
@Fig. 5~a!#, i.e., either LSP or GP can only occur at the o
ramp ‘U’.

~ii ! A congested pattern which induces another conges
pattern at the upstream bottleneck is SP. In contrast to c
~i!, independentof the pattern type which is induced at th
upstream bottleneck, the initial SP~or the SP downstream
front! is usually caught at the upstream bottleneck rather t
SP propagating further upstream. Following Ref.@17# this
effect is called ‘‘the catch effect.’’ In Fig. 14~c!, MSP which
has occurred at the on-ramp ‘D’ first propagates upstream. A
the on-ramp ‘U’ the initial MSP causes theF→S transition.
MSP doesnot propagate through the on-ramp ‘U’ further:
The initial MSP is caught by the on-ramp ‘U’ and instead
LSP occurs at the on-ramp ‘U’ @see empirical Fig. 6~a! in
Ref. @17##. Other two examples of the catch effect are sho
in Fig. 14~d, e!: The initial MSP is caught at the on-ramp ‘U’
in both cases. Instead of this MSP either WSP~d! or GP~e!
are induced at the on-ramp ‘U’.

If at the on-ramp ‘D’ a WSP occurs@Figs. 14~f,g,h!# then
due to the catch of WSP at the on-ramp ‘U’ either LSP@Fig.
14~f!# or other WSP@Fig. 14~g!# or else one of GP@in Fig.
14~h! a DGP is shown# can be induced. Note that the induce
WSP@Fig. 14~g!# possesses different characteristics than
initial WSP. In particular, the absolute value of the negat
velocity of the upstream front of the induced WSP is cons
erably lower than that in the initial WSP.

~iii ! The same effects and nonlinear features have b
found out if the downstream bottleneck is the off-ramp rath
than the on-ramp ‘D’.

X. COMPLEX CONGESTED PATTERNS AND PATTERN
INTERACTION

A. ‘‘Foreign’’ wide moving jams

Wide moving jams which have first emerged at the dow
stream bottleneck and then propagate through another

A
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gested pattern which has earlier occurred at the upstr
bottleneck are called ‘‘foreign’’ wide moving jams@17,26#.
Foreign wide moving jam propagation can be shown both
the fundamental diagram approach@11# and within three-
phase traffic theory@28#. Apparently the foreign jam propa
gation as well as the free flow metastability with respect
the F→J transition first predicted in@4# are theonly two
effects which can be shown within the fundamental diagr
approach according to empirical investigations~see Ref.
@27#!.

It is found out that the ‘‘foreign’’ moving jam propagatio
can lead to the following nonlinear effects of the patte
interaction and transformation.

~i! In Fig. 15~a!, first the upstream front of synchronize
flow in GP which emerges at the on-ramp ‘D’ is caught at the
on-ramp ‘U’ and induces WSP as in Fig. 14~g!. However,
after the first foreign wide moving jam of the GP has la
propagated through the on-ramp ‘U’, the WSP at the on-
ramp ‘U’ is suppressed and free flow appears at the on-ra
‘U’ @Fig. 15~a!#. These effects are linked to a decrease in
flow rate upstream of the on-ramp ‘U’ due to the foreign
moving jam propagation. The initial flow rateqin
52034 vehicles/h upstream the on-ramp ‘U’ ~at which the
WSP can exist! is decreased up to the flow rateqout
51810 vehicles/h in the foreign moving jam outflow. An
other effect is shown in Fig. 15~b!. When foreign wide mov-
ing jams propagate through LSP at the on-ramp ‘U’ the jams

FIG. 15. Foreign wide moving jam propagation. In~a!–~d!
(qon

(up) ,qon
(down) ,qin) are ~a! ~150,320,2034!, ~b! ~420,500,1675!, ~c!

~600,500,1500!, ~d! ~600,360,1800! vehicles/h. In~e!,~f! (qon,qin)
are: ~e! ~1200,1800!, ~f! ~2200,2000! vehicles/h. For the merge
bottleneck~marked by the letter ‘‘M ’’ ! in ~e!,~f! Lc51000 m. In
~a!–~d! (xon

(up) , xon
(down)) are ~8,16! km. In ~e!,~f! the coordinates of

the on-ramp and the merge bottleneck (xon,xM) are~8,16! km. The
on-ramp inflows in~a!–~f! and the vehicle motion on the right lan
upstream of the merge bottleneck in~e!,~f! are switched on att
5t058 min.
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change the width and the speed inside LSP only.
~ii ! Whenqon

(up) and the flow rateqin upstream of the on-
ramp ‘U’ are related to the GP nucleation~Sec. VI B! the
induced emergence of GP indeed occurs after the first fore
wide moving jam from another GP at the on-ramp ‘D’ propa-
gates through the on-ramp ‘U’. However, because in this
caseqin,qout this foreign jam dissolves very quickly@Fig.
15~c!#. After GP upstream of the on-ramp ‘U’ has been
formed, other foreign wide moving jams may, neverthele
propagate further upstream before they dissolve. This is
similar effect as in GP atqin,qout in Fig. 5~g! ~Sec. V B!.

~iii ! If GPs are formed at both on-ramps then narrow mo
ing jams emerging in the pinch region of the upstream GP
the on-ramp ‘U’ can be suppressed by foreign wide movin
jams from the GP occurring at the on-ramp ‘D’ @Figs. 15~c,
d!#. Each of the foreign jams suppresses the growth of th
narrow jams which are close enough to the downstream f
of the foreign jam. Only narrow moving jams which are f
enough from the foreign jam may grow and transform into
wide moving jam. Finally a united sequence of wide movi
jams occurs upstream of the on-ramp ‘U’. This sequence
consists of former foreign wide moving jams and new wi
moving jams formed in the GP at the on-ramp ‘U’.

~iv! In Figs. 15~e,f!, the downstream bottleneck is th
merge bottleneck and the upstream bottleneck is the
ramp. The moving jams which have emerged in GP at
merge bottleneck propagate through LSP which has spo
neously occurred at the on-ramp@Fig. 15~e!#. The foreign
moving jams suppress LSP and fully determine the tra
dynamics upstream of the on-ramp. The jams propag
through the on-ramp keeping the downstream jam velo
vg . Thus, the moving jams in GP at the merge bottleneck
indeed wide moving jams~Sec. VII!.

~v! In Fig. 15~f!, foreign wide moving jams from GP a
the merge bottleneck propagate through another GP at
on-ramp. These foreign wide moving jams suppress
growth of all narrow moving jams which would emerge
the pinch region of GP at the on-ramp if there were no f
eign wide moving jams. The foreign jams from GP at t
merge bottleneck fully determine the traffic dynamics at
on-ramp.

B. Expanded congested patterns

Synchronized flow which has earlier occurred at t
downstream bottleneck can first reach the upstream bo
neck and then propagate upstream of the upstream bo
neck. Such a congested pattern is called the ‘‘expanded’’ c
gested pattern ~EP! @17#. The downstream front of
synchronized flow is fixed at the downstream bottleneck a
the upstream front of the synchronized flow is upstream
the upstream bottleneck: Synchronized flow in EP cov
both bottlenecks. The following variety of EP features h
been found out.

~i! EP can consist of any spatial-temporal combinatio
between WSPs, LSPs, GPs, DGPs, and foreign wide mo
jams. There are nonlinear interactions between these pat
in EP. This interaction can change their features in comp
son with patterns features at isolated bottlenecks~Secs.
0-16
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V–VIII !. In particular, EP can consist of two interacting G
which are formed upstream of each of two bottlenecks.
Fig. 16~a!, two separated pinch regions occur in EP. Wi
moving jams which emerge in the GP at the on-ramp ‘D’ are
foreign wide moving jams for the GP at the on-ramp ‘U’.
Synchronized flow covers both on-ramps because the
tance between themL154 km is not too large. In contrast, i
the on-ramps are far enough from one another, EP is
formed. Instead, two different GPs occur so that free fl
exists between wide moving jams downstream of the
ramp ‘U’ @Figs. 15~c,d! whereL158 km].

~ii ! EP can consist of WSP at the on-ramp ‘D’ and differ-
ent patterns at the on-ramp ‘U’: WSP @Fig. 14~g!#, or LSP
@Fig. 14~f!#, or DGP@Fig. 14~h!#, or else GP@Figs. 16~b,c!#.
The WSP can influence the patterns upstream because o

FIG. 16. Expanded congested patterns~EP!. ~a! GP with two
separated pinch regions.~b!,~c! EPs which consist of GP at th
on-ramp ‘U’ and WSP at the on-ramp ‘D’. ~d!,~e! Dissolving of EP
as a result of a suppression of WSP at the on-ramp ‘U’ due to the
upstream propagation of GP~d! or DGP~e! which has occurred a
the on-ramp ‘D’. ~f! GP with the pinch region at the on-ramp ‘D’.
~g! EP with the pinch region covering both on-ramps.~h! Lsyn(t) for
GP in ~f! ~triangles! and for EP in~g! ~circles!; the mean value
Lsyn

(mean) is shown by dotted line for~f! and by dashed line for~g!.
(qon

(up) ,qon
(down) ,qin) are ~a! ~900,320,1895!, ~b! ~500,170, 1895!, ~c!

~480,190,1745!, ~d! ~195,1000,2285!, ~e! ~175,240, 2285!, ~f!
~0,1000,2000!, and ~g! ~400,1000,1714! vehicles/h. (xon

(up) ,xon
(down))

are ~a! ~12,16!, ~b! ~10,14!, ~c!–~e! ~10,16!, and ~f!, ~g! ~13.5,16!
km.The on-ramp inflows are switched on att5t058 min.
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effects:~1! WSP can cause the pattern emergence at the
ramp ‘U’ ~the catch effect! @Figs. 14~f!–14~h!, and 16~c!#,
and ~2! the synchronized flow in WSP can restrict the flo
rate and the speed in the outflow of congested patterns a
on-ramp ‘U’. The latter pattern@either WSP, or LSP, or DGP
or else GP, Figs. 14~g,f,h! and 16~b,c!! influences the WSP a
the on-ramp ‘D’, because the inflow to the WSP is the ou
flow from the upstream pattern. Note that if the GP und
strong congestion occurs at the on-ramp ‘U’ @Fig. 16~c!#,
parameters of the GP only very slightly depend on the e
tence of WSP. However, the features of the WSP can
changed considerably after the GP has appeared. In con
with the case of WSP at an isolated on-ramp the aver
speed in the WSP becomes a stronger falling function of
distance in the upstream direction.

~iii ! EP can also occur due to an interaction of WSP at
on-ramp ‘U’ with either GP@Fig. 16~d!# or DGP@Fig. 16~e!#
at the on-ramp ‘D’. In the first case, rather than EP a G
covering both on-ramps occurs later@Fig. 16~d!#: The initial
WSP at the on-ramp ‘U’ disappears. Thus, similarly to th
GP in Fig. 15~e!, the GP in Fig. 16~d! totally determines the
traffic dynamics near the on-ramp ‘U’. In the second case
@Fig. 16~e!#, after the wide moving jam from DGP ha
reached the on-ramp ‘U’, EP disappears, exactly either LS
or free flow occurs at each of the on-ramps. Sometim
however, EP like that shown in Fig. 14~f! can occur.

~iv! It is found that GP under strong congestion makes
major influence on EP which occurs as a result of an in
action of two patterns at the downstream and upstre
bottlenecks. Let us make the followingdefinitionof the de-
greeof strong congestion. The lower the limit flow rate~per
highway lane! in GP is, the higher is the degree of stron
congestion. It is found that the more the degree of stro
congestion in GP is, the more is the influence of this GP
the EP characteristics. An example is shown in Fig. 15~f!
where GP at the merge bottleneck has a much more influe
on the EP characteristics than GP at the on-ramp.

~v! If the distance between two bottlenecks~due to the
on-ramp ‘U’ and the on-ramp ‘D ’ ! is compatible with the
length of the pinch region in GP at the isolated on-ramp~in
Fig. 16~f! where qon

(up)50, Lsyn
(mean)'1.9 km) then atqon

(up)

.0 a GP occurs in which the pinch region covers both o
ramps, i.e., EP occurs@Fig. 16~g!#. The length of the united
pinch region in the EP is higher than the one for GP at
isolated on-ramp:Lsyn

(mean)'2.7 km @Figs. 16~h,g!#.

XI. INTENSIFICATION OF DOWNSTREAM CONGESTION
DUE TO UPSTREAM CONGESTION

It could be expected that the upstream congestion~the
congested pattern formation at an upstream bottlene!
should tend to a reduction in the downstream congest
However, it is found out that due to a complex nonline
interaction between congested patterns occurring atdifferent
spatially separatedbottlenecks rather than areductionin the
downstream congestion anintensificationof the downstream
congestion can occur due to the upstream congestion.
initial flow rate upstream of the on-ramp ‘D’ qin

(down)5qin

1qon
(up) in each of the left parts of Figs. 17 is equal toqin

(down)
0-17
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in each of the related right parts of Figs. 17. However,
Figs. 17, left,qon

(up)50 whereas in Fig. 17, right,qon
(up).0.

Dependent onqon
(up) , the following phenomena of the inten

sification of the initial downstream congestion are observ
~i! The initial DGP at the on-ramp ‘D’, where only one

wide moving jam emerges@Fig. 17~a!, left#, transforms into
GP at this bottleneck where anoninterrupted sequenceof
wide moving jams emerges@Fig. 17~a!, right#. To explain
this, note that after the wide moving jam in DGP@Fig. 17~a!,
left# has emerged, the current flow rate upstream of the
ramp ‘D’, qin

(down), has dropped up toqout: qin
(down)5qout

51810 vehicles/h. In contrast, in Fig. 17~a!, right, LSP is
induced at the on-ramp ‘U’ after a wide moving jam from
DGP ~the downstream congestion! has reached the on-ram
‘U’. Due to the flow rate to the on-ramp ‘U’, qon

(up) , the value
qin

(down) increases up toqin
(down)52150 vehicles/h. This lead

to the further wide moving jam emergence at the on-ra

FIG. 17. Intensification of the upstream congestion due to
downstream congestion:~a! DGP ~left! transforms into GP~right!.
~b! In WSP ~left! the average speed decreases and a traffic
emerges~right!. ~c! WSP~left! transforms into DGP~right!. ~d! In
GP ~left! the frequency of the jam emergence increases~right!. t0

58 min. In ~a!–~d! (qon
(up) ,qon

(down) ,qin) are~a, left! ~0,320,2200!, ~a,
right! ~400,320,1800!, ~b, left! ~0,180,2200!, ~b, right! ~420,
180,1780!, ~c, left! ~0,200,2190!, ~c, right! ~155,200,2035!, ~d, left!
~0,365,2200!, and ~d, right! ~300,365,1900! vehicles/h.
(xon

(up) ,xon
(down)) are ~a!, ~c! ~8,16!, ~b! ~10,16!, and ~d! ~13,16! km.

L r5300 m for both on-ramps.
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‘D’, i.e., to the GP formation at the on-ramp ‘D’ in Fig.
17~a!, right. The mean period of the moving jam emergen
in GP is determined by the time of the wide moving ja
propagation to the on-ramp ‘U’. Before a wide moving jam
has passed the on-ramp ‘U’ qin

(down)5qout and no moving jam
can emerge at givenqon

(down) at the on-ramp ‘D’.
~ii ! The onset of the upstream congestion can lead t

decrease in the average speed inside initial WSP@Figs. 17~b,
c!, left# at the downstream bottleneck. This intensification
the downstream congestion occurs sometimes with a mo
jam emergence in the initial WSP@Figs. 17~b,c!, right#, i.e., it
is accompanied by a transformation of this WSP into a D
@Fig. 17~c!, right# or a GP. The speed in GP at the on-ram
‘U’ is low, which may lead to a decrease in the speed and
the jam emergence in the initial WSP at the on-ramp ‘D’.

~iii ! The onset of the upstream congestion can lead to
intensification of the downstream congestion which results
an increase in the mean frequency of the wide moving j
emergencef wide in an initial GP at the downstream bottle
neck @Fig. 17~d!#. In Fig. 17~d!, right, after a wide moving
jam from GP which is under weak congestion at the on-ra
‘D’ has passed the on-ramp ‘U’ the current flow rate up-
stream of the on-ramp ‘D’ qin

(down) increases due toqon
(up)

.0. This leads to the increase inf wide.
The intensification of the downstream congestion due

the upstream congestion has been observedonly when at the
downstream bottleneck weak congestion occurs. This is
lated to results@17# where diverse transformations betwe
different congested patterns occur at on- and off-ramps un
weak congestion.

XII. DISCUSSION

The microscopic traffic flow theory presented in this p
per which is based on three-phase traffic theory@23–25# may
explain the main empirical features of spatial-temporal tra
patterns at highway bottlenecks@17,25#.

~i! Neither a moving jam nor a sequence of moving ja
spontaneously emerge infree flowat a highway bottleneck if
in the vicinity of the bottleneck the vehicle density slow
gradually increases from a low density to higher densiti
Rather than the moving jams SP first occurs at the bot
neck. There can be three types of SP: WSP, MSP, and L
Alternation of free and synchronized flow can occur in S
Wide moving jams can spontaneously occur only in synch
nized flow. This leads to the GP formation.

~ii ! The cases of ‘‘weak congestion’’ and ‘‘strong conge
tion’’ should be distinguished. Under strong congestion
average flow rate in GP and characteristics of the mov
jam emergence donot depend on traffic demand; there is
correlation between outflow from a wide moving jam and t
limit flow rate in synchronized flow in GP. When the flow
rate to the on-ramp slowly decreases, strong congestio
GP changes to weak one; GP can transform into one of
Under weak congestion characteristics of the moving j
emergence in GP depend on traffic demand. Strong con
tion often occurs in GP at on-ramps whereas in GP at
ramps only weak congestion occurs. Under weak conges
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diverse transformations between different congested patt
can occur.

~iii ! If two bottlenecks are close to one another, a dive
variety of complex EP, where synchronized flow covers th
bottlenecks, can occur. SP emerged at the downstream b
neck can be caught at the upstream bottleneck~the catch
effect!. The upstream propagation of either MSP, or of WS
or else of a foreign wide moving jam emerged at the dow
stream bottleneck can induce diverse patterns at the upst
bottleneck.

Besides, the theory allows us the following predictions
~i! At the merge bottleneck@Fig. 1~d!# at lower flow rate

LSP can be induced and at higher flow rate GP can occur
only under strong congestion can occur at the merge bo
neck.
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~ii ! At the on-ramp there are diverse regions of metasta
states of free flow where at the same flow rates depende
initial conditions either free flow of one of SPs on else one
GPs can be formed.

~iii ! GP with the highest degree of strong congest
makes the major influence on EPs features. Due to the o
of the congestion at the upstream bottleneck an intensifi
tion of congestion at the downstream bottleneck can occ
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as in Sec. II C exceptl50.5. Model~1!–~8! is a generaliza-
tion of KKW cellular automata model@28# for the continuous
speed.

@32# Near the threshold densityr th model fluctuations cause th
reverseS→F transition: MSP can dissolve already atr in

.r th when (r in2r th)/r th!1.
@33# Different 2D states of synchronized flow are related to diff

ent critical perturbation amplitudes. It could be expected t
there should be also infinite number of different critic
branches for theS→J transition. The critical branches in Fig
4 are an averaging of these different critical branches.

@34# At other model parameters the opposite conditionqth,qout can

be fulfilled. In this case, the range of the MSP existenceqth
03613
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<qin,qmax includes the rangeqth<qin<qout .
@35# At qout<qin,qth andqon50 SP cannot exist. In this case wid

moving jams can be excited in free flow due to application
an external local perturbation of very high amplitude. Th
amplitude should exceed the critical amplitudeDvcr, FJ

(B) 5v free
(B)

2vcr, FJ
(B) @the critical branchvcr, FJ

(B) is shown by the curve 38 in
Fig. 4~e!#.

@36# Also in Ref.@12# in MSP which is far away of the bottleneck
wide moving jam can emerge. This effect occurs when mo
parameters are slightly different from those used for simu
tions ~Sec. II C!.

@37# An example of ASP is shown in Fig. 17~c!.
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